ALETHENAI LITERARY SOCIETY
Organized for the Purpose of Stimulating Interest in Forensic Eloquence
Founded at University of Illinois 1873
Four Chapters

MEMBERS IN FACULTY
ELIZABETH BRYAN, A.B., B.L.S.
ALLENE GREGORY, Ph.D.
MARIAN SPARKS, A.M., B.L.S.
HELENE DOPT, A.B.
MARTHA KYLE, A.M.

MEMBERS IN UNIVERSITY

CORNELIA KEEN
DOROTHY LEMSO
EUGENE McVAY
HELEN MOORE
MARY PHILIPS

NELLIE LASSON
JESSIE HOFFMAN
ELLE HEINE

NELLE ABING
JOSEPHINE HOFFMAN
CHRISTINE HUYANS
ELLE HEPBURN

FRANCIS WINS

The Honorable, Van Horne,
Second Honorable, Morrison, Phillips, More.
Third Honorable, Lewis, Saucke, Kilgore, Hargraves.
Fourth Honorable, Blair, Peters, Whitmore, Mohr, Pippen.

MEMBERS IN FRESHMAN YEAR

CORNELIA KEEN
DOROTHY LEMSO
EUGENE McVAY
HELEN MOORE
MARY PHILIPS

NELLIE LASSON
JESSIE HOFFMAN
ELLE HEINE

NELLE ABING
JOSEPHINE HOFFMAN
CHRISTINE HUYANS
ELLE HEPBURN